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Jen Hatmaker is the author of the New York Times bestseller “For the Love” and
the forthcoming OF MESS AND MOXIE: WRANGLING DELIGHT OUT OF
THIS WILD AND GLORIOUS LIFE, out August 8, 2017. Jen is the happy hostess
of a tightly knit online community where she reaches millions of people each
week. She and her husband, Brandon, founded the Legacy Collective, a new kind
of giving community focused on partnering, pioneering, and funding sustainable
solutions to systemic social issues, which granted more than a million dollars in
its first year. They also starred in the popular series “My Big Family Renovation”
on HGTV. Jen is a mom to five, a sought-after speaker, and a delighted resident of
Austin, Texas, where she and her family are helping keep Austin weird. For more
information, visit jenhatmaker.com.

Why Jen Hatmaker?
•

Jen Hatmaker has built a deep platform comprising her bestselling books, social media, HGTV series, in-person
speaking events, and more. Jen reaches more than one million people daily via Instagram, Facebook, and Twitter alone.

•

No one combines the playful and profound like Jen. She talks and writes like your best friend – if your best friend is
hilarious, loving, wise, and completely against taking herself too seriously.

•

A regular guest on the “TODAY Show,” contributor to TODAY Parents, and other high-profile outlets, Jen has become
an in-demand commentator on everything from parenting to building community.

•

Jen acknowledges pressing contemporary dilemmas with refreshing candor and self-awareness. “It’s so weird to live in
this world,” she writes. “What a bizarre tension to care deeply about the refugee crisis in Syria and also about ‘Gilmore
Girls.’” She goes on to urge women to embrace fun as we roll up our sleeves to make the world better, reminding us
that pleasure and service are not mutually exclusive.

•

Jen is a Renaissance woman. She is a bestselling author who can speak with authority about Christianity, wields a
comedian’s instincts and timing, and possesses an interior designer’s winning style. She also walks the walk: she and
her husband, Brandon, founded Legacy Collective to establish a network that can create sustainable improvements to
big societal problems via giving financially, through skills, and more.

•

A mom of five and wife for almost 25 years, Jen turns descriptions of mundane tasks like grocery shopping into
hilarious nuggets: “They deplete my pantry by 30 percent within 15 minutes of a grocery store run. It is like living with
savage wilderness people who come across a fresh animal carcass.”

If your cell phone is within reach, you don’t even
have to get up to parent. You can call your kids
from the couch like a true modern mom.”
– Jen Hatmaker, Of Mess and Moxie

You are far more than your worst day, your worst
experience, your worst season, dear one. You are
more than the sorriest decision you ever made. You
are more than the darkest sorrow you’ve endured.”
– Jen Hatmaker, Of Mess and Moxie
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About the Book
Of Mess and Moxie: Wrangling Delight Out of This Wild and Glorious Life
New York Times bestselling author, HGTV personality, and in-demand
speaker Jen Hatmaker’s highly anticipated new book OF MESS AND
MOXIE: WRANGLING DELIGHT OUT OF THIS WILD AND GLORIOUS
LIFE (Nelson Books; ISBN: 978-0718031848; August 8, 2017; $22.99) relies
on her signature blend of hilarity, wisdom, candor, and open-armed love
to connect women to themselves and one another. She urges readers to
recognize that while this world is full of pain, it’s also defined by immense
beauty in everyday, ordinary lives. Combining essays, hilarious “how-to”
sections, and recipes, OF MESS AND MOXIE is a wide-ranging discussion
spanning parenthood, marriage, food, friendship, guilt, faith, health,
forgiveness, personal growth, and so much more. A page-turner that reads
like a long talk with a best friend, the book uses laughter and grace to
remind us how strong we truly are.
Nelson Books | ISBN: 978-0718031848 | August 8, 2017 - $22.99

Why Of Mess and Moxie?
•

OF MESS AND MOXIE might be Jen Hatmaker’s most personal book yet. In a span of just six months, she weathered
two major challenges involving their kids; she was diagnosed with a degenerative condition called Dupuytren’s
Contracture; her brother faced a nightmarish crisis; and her mom received a cancer diagnosis. She takes her reader by
the hand and digs into how she got through it.

•

OF MESS AND MOXIE uniquely tackles how we see ourselves, how we see others, and how we think others see us.
From navigating and accepting personal evolutions and how others change, to working through betrayal and truly
embracing forgiveness, Jen unpacks what grace actually looks like.

•

Pointing out that motherhood often feels like a never-ending exercise in guilt management, OF MESS AND MOXIE
oﬀers a distinctly diﬀerent parenting message: “You guys, the kids are fine. We are fine. We need to sturdy up a bit.”

•

The book’s four “how-to” chapters deliver laugh-out-loud instructions for everything from laundry and swimsuit
shopping to family planning and raising teenagers. “How to get your husband to fix that thing he’s been saying for three
months that he’d fix: 1. Tell him it’s fine if he doesn’t know how to fix it. 2. Watch him fix it.” The hilarity is by no means
confined to the “how-to” lists. In chapter 13, Jen tackles yoga: “What grown adult can hold a handstand for three
minutes? A sorcerer?”

No one came to these pages unscathed. We are learning and
unlearning and figuring out what to hold on to and what to
release. Sometimes life is great and sometimes it is painful
beyond recognition, and yet here we are: still standing.”
– Jen Hatmaker, Of Mess and Moxie

Life can be hard because life can be hard. We’re not
doing it wrong. What matters is excavating our pluck
from the rubble and refusing to be defined by loss.”
– Jen Hatmaker, Of Mess and Moxie
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